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Flow tirection measurements in supcrconlc vind tunnels 

by 

D.J. Heney, l3.Sc.Eng., A.C.G.I., D.I.C. 

Some general requrements for satisfactory flow direotlon 
measurements in supersonic tunnel s are stnted ad cxaqlas are gxven 
of the dcslgn and calibrations of typical yaweter:;. 'Cne results 
of flow due&ion measurements rude 3.3 two turlr.els arc given 3-d some 
of the flow characteristics are dlscusstd. 
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For normal use in tunnel calibrations this design of instrument 
has msny advantages over direct reading yawmeters and is almost univer- 
sally prsferred. They arc simple to rnakc compared to the direct reading 
vane type and the use of oomplox swivelling gear is avoided. They oan 
be made small enough to Lnablo several to be mounted on a comb which 
enables tunnel running time for a calibration to be reduced. The 
differential pressure yavaneter can also be adapted fairly simply to 
measure both k&h number and flow directions in two planes2. 

Fig.2 shows three designs of yavmeter henJs used at R.A.E. Though 
the scnsititity increases Vntii anex onglc as shown in Fig.3 the son& 
tivity of the 15O angle cone is adequate for most purposes. Hence the 
choice of design rests more on other considerations, e.g. ease of manu- 
facture or availability of some sort of multibore tubing. Another problem 
is to avoid the mutual interference of pitch end yaw. This was largely 
the reason why one group chose a pyramid head as opposed to a conical 
head. With conical or hemispherical heads the positions of the pressure 
holes must be accurately located in two perpemdiculcr planes passing 
through the axis of the head. With a pyrsmid shaped head the flow is 
less three dimensional in character and therefore the exact position of 
the holes is less critical. 

The addition of a pitot tube along the ccntrt cf the multibore 
tubes used in the msnufaoture of the 900 opc~ angle heads would make them 
suitable for measurement of both hIach number rind flow direotion. It is 
worth noting that even without a cmtral pitot tube, the four-tube conioal 
yavmeter head can be used to measure Xach number by averaging the pressure 
measured by the four tubes to obtain the svcrage pressure on the 

9 
end end 

deducing the Zach numbor from theoretical results for yawed cones . 

Calibration curves for the three yawmeters shovm in Fig.2 are given 
in Fig.4; they are all linear even .&en the shook is detached as in the 
case of the 900 pyramid head at M = 1.6. Flg.3 includes these results 
and other published and unpublished results. Assuming that a water 
manometer can be used to measure differtntrsl pressure toz0.05 in. water 
the error in determining the flow direction is+O.O25o vLth the 15' 
yawn&or and +O.Cl" with tho 9C" conical. yawrrcter. Thcsc acouraoies are 
adewate, especially the latter. For convenience at the time, a mercury 
manometer KS used for celibrating the PO0 pyremid head. Assuming the 
pressure difference can be measured to 0.02 in. mercury the possible 
error istO.CJtO in flow direction. This is barely s&isfactory; a water 
manomettr should have been used. These VSCLULS would represent the order 
of scuraoies of comparative mcasuremcnts for one scttlng of the head. 
The error in setting the head is at least ~0.1~ and this therefore 
determines the error in absolute flow angle. 

4 Reallts of tunnel calibrations 

The results of some brief calibrations made of two anal1 tunnels 
are given. The tunnels are the R.A.E. No.6 tunnel end No.38 tunnel. 
The following table shows the total variations (neglecting the effeots 
of wandow joints on yaw) measured in pitch (Aa ) and in yaw ( Ag). 

Tunnel Mach Working Total variation 
Number Section Size Aa degrees Ap degrees 

R.A.E. No.6 2.50 6 in x 11 in 1.5 0.Y 
R.A.E. No.dC 1.61 9 in x 9 in 2.5 2.0 

* Excluding indicated flow angles close to the sidewalls. 
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+O.l’) 
The largest uncerteinty in flo~f direction measuranentn (about 

1s 111 the basio setting of the yavmoter; this does not, of 
course, affect oomparative measurwnents made with the ssme setting. 

Care should be taken in yawmeter measurements to ensure that the 
nose shock is either attached or detached for any given set of measure- 
mnts. Experience has shown that attachment or detachmat of the shock 
gives a ohangc in calibration, 

Some interesting features are shorn by the yawetcr calibrations 
of two tunnel3 presented in section 4. 

There are more ;ninor irregularities in pitch thsn in yax. Those 
in pitch arise from small irregularities in the nozzle surface. The 
side walls are of steel end were machined flat and therefore do not 
nomally cause small random irregularities II~ flow. In the calibration 
of the No.18 tunnel bad window joints in the side walls caused serious 
disturbances in the flow and in this size of tunnel it appears that 
steps at window joints should bc: less than about 0.031 in. 

The calibration of the No.6 tunnel shows a strong in-flow from the 
walls townrds the oentre line in the vertioal and transverse planes. No 
explsnation can be offered but it indicates the need for flow direction 
calibrations off the centre line. 

Some degree of rotationel flow has been meaeured in a number of 
low speed tunnels (see for exfwplc Ref.1,). These have been attributed 
to either the fan or to turning vL?I1es at comers. :\ieasurements in the 
No.18 tunnel show that, in spit.2 of the large cantraction ratio, scme 
rotationel flow may slso exist in a supersonic tunnel. The measuranants 
reported here indioate a rotational flow having a result-snt angle of 
about lo. 

This last feature of the flow in the X0.18 tunnel shows how 
importout it is to meIce yavsneter oalibrations of supersonic tunnels, 
The exlstancc of the rotation of the flov: would not have been suspected 
from pressure measurements (Kcf.1). 
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(0) 15’ CONICAL YAWMETER 

(b) 90” CONICAL YAWMETER ’ 

(C) 90” PYRAMID YAWMETER 

FIG.2 (a-c) YAWMETERS USED FOR TUNNEL 
CALIBRATIONS. 
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